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semCockpit – Show Case

 

The following show case was extracted from the area of public health insurance companies. Starting 

from a simplified common data warehouse schema new approaches from semCockpit are added.

One can consider the following description 

to the underlying data warehouse.

step:  

 

• DWH Schema: A very simplified schema

are two areas that can be analy

presented as in a common Dimension

 

• Entity Concepts: Based on the DFM model we define entity concepts, e.g. rural district or 

urban district, that only depend on entities, e.g., entity district.

 

• Dimensional Concepts: Entity concepts can be used to define concepts concerning 

dimensions, e.g., doctor in rural districts or insurants in urban districts. Dimensional concepts 

can be applied on dimension roles, e.g., leading doctors in rural districts or acting doctor in 

rural districts. 

 

• Multi-dimensional Concepts

interesting analysis situations over more than one dimension, e.g., 

treated by acting doctors in urban districts.

 

Concepts are used to define measures and scores. To simplify re

scores can be created. Whereas a measure represents a simple analysis situation, scor

define comparative analysis situations.

of interest and group of comparison). These groups are defined by indicating a multi

dimensional point, optionally an internally 

the analysis result), a granularity, and a join condition combining the two comparison groups.

Based on the results of score application judgment rules can provide interesting information abou

striking differences. Tacit knowledge can be represented

work on analysis tasks, because insights already gained is accessible automatically.

  

 

 

Case 

case was extracted from the area of public health insurance companies. Starting 

from a simplified common data warehouse schema new approaches from semCockpit are added.

One can consider the following description as a kind of business glossary that can be linked directly 

to the underlying data warehouse. The subsequent sections will build this business glossary step by 

: A very simplified schema of the underlying data warehouse 

are two areas that can be analyzed: drug prescriptions and ambulant treatments. They are 

presented as in a common Dimension-Fact-Model (DFM). 

: Based on the DFM model we define entity concepts, e.g. rural district or 

district, that only depend on entities, e.g., entity district. 

: Entity concepts can be used to define concepts concerning 

dimensions, e.g., doctor in rural districts or insurants in urban districts. Dimensional concepts 

d on dimension roles, e.g., leading doctors in rural districts or acting doctor in 

dimensional Concepts: Multi-dimensional concepts are defined to express parts of 

interesting analysis situations over more than one dimension, e.g., insurants in rural districts 

treated by acting doctors in urban districts. 

Concepts are used to define measures and scores. To simplify re-usability generic measures and 

scores can be created. Whereas a measure represents a simple analysis situation, scor

define comparative analysis situations. A comparative analysis situations compares to groups (group 

of interest and group of comparison). These groups are defined by indicating a multi

dimensional point, optionally an internally qualifier for score application, a slice condition (restricting 

the analysis result), a granularity, and a join condition combining the two comparison groups.

Based on the results of score application judgment rules can provide interesting information abou

striking differences. Tacit knowledge can be represented explicitly. Judgment rules help to reduce re

work on analysis tasks, because insights already gained is accessible automatically.
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of the underlying data warehouse is described. There 

ed: drug prescriptions and ambulant treatments. They are 

: Based on the DFM model we define entity concepts, e.g. rural district or 

: Entity concepts can be used to define concepts concerning 

dimensions, e.g., doctor in rural districts or insurants in urban districts. Dimensional concepts 

d on dimension roles, e.g., leading doctors in rural districts or acting doctor in 

dimensional concepts are defined to express parts of 

insurants in rural districts 

usability generic measures and 

scores can be created. Whereas a measure represents a simple analysis situation, scores are used to 

A comparative analysis situations compares to groups (group 

of interest and group of comparison). These groups are defined by indicating a multi-dimensional 

qualifier for score application, a slice condition (restricting 

the analysis result), a granularity, and a join condition combining the two comparison groups. 

Based on the results of score application judgment rules can provide interesting information about 

explicitly. Judgment rules help to reduce re-

work on analysis tasks, because insights already gained is accessible automatically. 
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DWH Schema 

The following figure shows the possibilities how the (simplifi
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Entities 

Entity description: 

Entity Name 

province A province is 

districts. Upper Austria and Lower Austria are examples of Austrian provinces.

district The administration of 

and Kirchdorf are example of Upper Austrian districts.

medSec Medical sections of 

doctor doctor 

insurant insurant 

atcAnatom anatomical main group that classifies drugs accordingly to the ATC classification 

system 

atcTherap therapeutic main group that classifies drugs acco

system 

atcPharm pharmacological subgroup that classifies drugs accordingly to the ATC 

classification system

atcChemSubGr chemical subgroup that classifies drugs accordingly to the ATC classification 

system 

drug drug 

medServItem medical service item

day date 

week calendar week with year

month month with year

quarter quarter with year

year year 

Attribute description: 

Entity Name Attribute Name

province province 

province inhabitants 

province sqkm 

province inhPerSqkm 

district district 

district inhabitants 

district sqkm 

district inhPerSqkm 

medSec medSec 

doctor doctor 

doctor age 

insurant insurant 

insurant age 

insurant income 

atcAnatom atcAnatom 

atcTherap atcTherap 

atcPharm atcPharm 

atcChemSubGr atcChemSubGr

 

 

Business Description 

A province is a region with its own regional government. A province consists of 

. Upper Austria and Lower Austria are examples of Austrian provinces.

The administration of a province is divided into districts. Linz

and Kirchdorf are example of Upper Austrian districts. 

Medical sections of doctors, e.g., general practitioner, oculist, internist, etc.

anatomical main group that classifies drugs accordingly to the ATC classification 

therapeutic main group that classifies drugs accordingly to the ATC classification 

pharmacological subgroup that classifies drugs accordingly to the ATC 

classification system 

chemical subgroup that classifies drugs accordingly to the ATC classification 

medical service item of a doctor, e.g., doctor visit, blood draw, etc.

calendar week with year 

month with year 

quarter with year 

Attribute Name Business Description

province name 

number of inhabitants of a province 

square kilometres of a province 

inhabitants per square kilometres of a province

district name 

number of inhabitants of a district 

square kilometres of a district 

inhabitants per square kilometres of a district

name of a medical section 

anonymised doctor identification 

doctor's age 

anonymised insurant identification 

insurant's age 

insurant's income 

code of the anatomical main group 

code of the therapeutic main group 

code of the pharmacological subgroup 

atcChemSubGr code of the chemical subgroup 
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region with its own regional government. A province consists of 

. Upper Austria and Lower Austria are examples of Austrian provinces. 

. Linz-Stadt, Linz-Land, 

doctors, e.g., general practitioner, oculist, internist, etc. 

anatomical main group that classifies drugs accordingly to the ATC classification 

rdingly to the ATC classification 

pharmacological subgroup that classifies drugs accordingly to the ATC 

chemical subgroup that classifies drugs accordingly to the ATC classification 

, e.g., doctor visit, blood draw, etc. 

Description 

inhabitants per square kilometres of a province 

inhabitants per square kilometres of a district 
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drug drug 

drug price 

medServItem medServItem 

medServItem price 

day day 

week week 

month month 

quarter quarter 

year year 

 

Dimensions 

Dimension description: 

Dimension Name 

Doctor used to analyse doctors with respect to location and medical section

Insurant used to analyse insurants with respect to location

Drug used to analyse drugs with respect to ATC classification

MedServItem used to analyse medical service items

Time used to analyse time with respect to day, week, month, and year

 

Description of dimension hierarchies

Dimension  Level 

Doctor doctor 

Doctor district 

Doctor province 

Doctor medSec 

Insurant insurant 

Insurant district 

Insurant province 

Drug drug 

Drug atcChemSubGr 

Drug atcPharm 

Drug atcTherap 

Drug atcAnatom 

MedServItem medServItem 

Time day 

Time week 

Time month 

Time quarter 

Time year 

 

Remark: The hierarchy order is described ascendant from fine to coarse level.

 

 

 

drug name 

price of a drug per package unit 

 identification of a medical service item 

price of a medical service item 

date 

calendar week with year 

month with year 

quarter with year 

year 

Business Description 

analyse doctors with respect to location and medical section

used to analyse insurants with respect to location 

used to analyse drugs with respect to ATC classification 

used to analyse medical service items 

analyse time with respect to day, week, month, and year

of dimension hierarchies: 

Entity Hierarchies Hierarchy Order

doctor DocLocationHier 

MedSectionHier 

1 

district DocLocationHier 2 

province DocLocationHier 3 

medSec MedSectionHier 2 

insurant InsLocationHier 1 

district InsLocationHier 2 

province InsLocationHier 3 

drug ATCClassHier 1 

 atcChemSubGr ATCClassHier 2 

atcPharm ATCClassHier 3 

atcTherap ATCClassHier 4 

atcAnatom ATCClassHier 5 

medServItem MedServItemHier 1 

day WeekHier 

MonthHier 

1 

week WeekHier 2 

month MonthHier 2 

quarter MonthHier 3 

year MonthHier 4 

Remark: The hierarchy order is described ascendant from fine to coarse level. 
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analyse doctors with respect to location and medical section 

analyse time with respect to day, week, month, and year 

Hierarchy Order 
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Fact Classes and Measures 

Dimension roles: 

Dimension Space Role

DrugPrescriptionSpace leadDoc

DrugPrescriptionSpace actDoc 

DrugPrescriptionSpace insurant

DrugPrescriptionSpace drug 

DrugPrescriptionSpace time 

AmbTreatmentSpace leadDoc

AmbTreatmentSpace actDoc 

AmbTreatmentSpace insurant

AmbTreatmentSpace medServItem

AmbTreatmentSpace time 

MedcareSpace leadDoc

MedcareSpace actDoc 

MedcareSpace insurant

MedcareSpace drug 

MedcareSpace medServItem

MedcareSpace time 

Fact description: 

Fact Class Dimension Space

drugPrescription DrugPrescriptionSpace

ambTreatment AmbTreatmentSpace

Measure description: 

Fact Class Measure 

drugPrescription quantity 

drugPrescription costs 

ambTreatment quantity 

ambTreatment costs 

 

 

 

 

 

Role Dimension Business Description

leadDoc Doctor lead doctor of an insurant that gets a drug 

prescription 

 Doctor acting doctor performs the drug 

prescription 

insurant Insurant insurant that gets the drug prescription

Drug drug prescribed 

Time day on that the drug was prescribed

leadDoc Doctor lead doctor of an insurant that gets an 

ambulant treatment 

 Doctor acting doctor performs the ambulant 

treatment 

insurant Insurant insurant that gets the ambulant treatment

medServItem MedServItem medical service item the insurant gets

Time day when the insurant got the ambulant 

treatment 

leadDoc Doctor lead doctor of an insurant that gets a drug 

prescription 

 Doctor acting doctor performs the drug 

prescription 

insurant Insurant insurant that gets the drug prescription

Drug drug prescribed 

medServItem MedServItem medical service item the insurant gets

Time day when the insurant got the ambulant 

treatment 

Dimension Space Business Description

DrugPrescriptionSpace provides all facts (business events) concerning the 

analysis of drug prescriptions 

AmbTreatmentSpace provides all facts (business events) 

analysis of ambulant treatments 

 Business Description 

number of drug packages prescribed 

total costs for all packages prescribed 

number of medical service items of one ambulant treatment

total costs medical service items of one ambulant treatment
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Description 

lead doctor of an insurant that gets a drug 

acting doctor performs the drug 

insurant that gets the drug prescription 

day on that the drug was prescribed 

lead doctor of an insurant that gets an 

acting doctor performs the ambulant 

insurant that gets the ambulant treatment 

medical service item the insurant gets 

day when the insurant got the ambulant 

lead doctor of an insurant that gets a drug 

acting doctor performs the drug 

insurant that gets the drug prescription 

medical service item the insurant gets 

day when the insurant got the ambulant 

Description 

provides all facts (business events) concerning the 

provides all facts (business events) concerning the 

 

number of medical service items of one ambulant treatment 

total costs medical service items of one ambulant treatment 
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Concepts 

Concepts are business terms a user can define and apply. They can be defined on different 

entities, on dimensions, and on dimension roles of a fact class. In the following subsections concepts 

of these categories are described.

 

Entity Concepts 

Concept Entity 

ruralDistrict district 

urbanDistrict district 

highRuralDistrict district 

highUrbanDistrict district 

generalPractitioner medSec 

 

Automatically derived subsumptions:

medSec

generalPractitioner

 

Dimensional Concepts 

Concept 

DoctorInRuralDistrict Doctor

DoctorInUrbanDistrict Doctor

DoctorInHighRuralDistrict Doctor

DoctorInHighUrbanDistrict Doctor

GeneralPractitioner Doctor

InsurantInRuralDistrict Insurant

InsurantInUrbanDistrict Insurant

 

 

Concepts are business terms a user can define and apply. They can be defined on different 

entities, on dimensions, and on dimension roles of a fact class. In the following subsections concepts 

of these categories are described. 

Definition Business Description

inhPerSqkm ≤ 400 A rural district is a district with at most 400 inhabitants 

per square kilometers. 

inhPerSqkm > 400 An urban district is a district with more than 400 

inhabitants per square kilometers.

inhPerSqkm ≤ 50 A high rural district is a district with at most 50 

inhabitants per square kilometers.

inhPerSqkm > 1000 A high urban district is a district with more than 400 

inhabitants per square kilometers.

medSec = “General 

Practitioner” 

A general practitioner is a medical section.

ubsumptions: 

district

ruralDistrict urbanDistrict

highRuralDistrict highUrbanDistrict
 

Dimension Definition Business Description

Doctor entity concept ruralDistrict 

hierarchically defined at levels 

district and doctor 

This business term comprises 

doctors in rural districts.

Doctor entity concept urbanDistrict 

hierarchically defined at levels 

district and doctor 

This business term 

doctors in urban districts.

Doctor entity concept highRuralDistrict 

hierarchically defined at levels 

district and doctor 

This business term comprises 

doctors in high rural districts.

Doctor entity concept 

highUrbanDistrict hierarchically 

defined at levels district and 

doctor 

This business term comprises 

doctors in high urban districts.

Doctor Entity concept 

generalPractioner hierachrically 

defined at levels medSec and 

doctor 

This business term comprises 

doctors of medical section 

“general practitioners”.

Insurant entity concept ruralDistrict 

hierarchically defined at levels 

district and insurant 

This business term comprises 

insurants in 

Insurant entity concept urbanDistrict This business term comprises 
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Concepts are business terms a user can define and apply. They can be defined on different levels: on 

entities, on dimensions, and on dimension roles of a fact class. In the following subsections concepts 

escription 

rural district is a district with at most 400 inhabitants 

An urban district is a district with more than 400 

inhabitants per square kilometers. 

high rural district is a district with at most 50 

inhabitants per square kilometers. 

A high urban district is a district with more than 400 

inhabitants per square kilometers. 

A general practitioner is a medical section. 

Business Description 

This business term comprises 

doctors in rural districts. 

This business term comprises 

doctors in urban districts. 

This business term comprises 

doctors in high rural districts. 

This business term comprises 

doctors in high urban districts. 

This business term comprises 

doctors of medical section 

“general practitioners”. 

This business term comprises 

insurants in rural districts. 

This business term comprises 
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InsurantInHighRuralDistrict Insurant

InsurantInHighUrbanDistrict Insurant

YoungInsurant Insurant

BabyAsInsurant Insurant

ChildAsInsurant Insurant

YouthAsInsurant Insurant

MiddleAgedInsurant Insurant

OldInsurant Insurant

VeryOldInsurant Insurant

TypicalDM2AgedInsurant Insurant

OldTypicalDM2AgedInsurant Insurant

NotOldButTypicalDM2AgedInsurant Insurant

InsurantWithLowIncome Insurant

InsurantWithMediumIncome Insurant

InsurantWithHighIncome Insurant

RichAndOldInsurant Insurant

YoungDoctor Doctor

ExperiencedDoctor Doctor

OldDoctor Doctor

CountryDoctor Doctor

ExperiencedCountryDoctor Doctor

 

 

hierarchically defined at levels 

district and insurant 

insurants in urban districts.

Insurant entity concept highRuralDistrict 

hierarchically defined at levels 

district and insurant 

This business term comprises 

insurants in high rural districts.

Insurant entity concept 

highUrbanDistrict hierarchically 

defined at levels district and 

insurant 

This business term comprises 

insurants in high urban districts.

Insurant inline entity concept on level 

insurant with age ≤ 30 

A young insurant is an insurant 

with an age of at most 

Insurant inline entity concept on level 

insurant with age ≤ 1 

A baby is an insurant with an age 

of at most 1 years.

Insurant inline entity concept on level 

insurant with 1 < age ≤ 14  

A child is an insurant with an age 

of more than 1 and 

years. 

Insurant inline entity concept on level 

insurant with 15 < age ≤ 25 

A youth 

of more than 15 and 

years. 

Insurant inline entity concept on level 

insurant with 30 < age ≤ 60 

A middle aged insurant is an 

insurant with an age of more 

than 30 

Insurant inline entity concept on level 

insurant with age > 60 

An old insurant is an insurant 

with an age of more than 

years. 

Insurant inline entity concept on level 

insurant with age > 80 

A very old insurant is an insurant 

with an age of more than 

years. 

Insurant inline entity concept on level 

insurant with age ≥ 50 

An insurant with typical DM2 age 

is an insurant with an age of at 

least 50 years.

Insurant OldInsurant and 

TypicalDM2AgedInsurant 

An insurant who is old and who 

as a typical DM2 age.

Insurant not OldInsurant and 

TypicalDM2AgedInsurant 

An insurant who is not old but 

who has a typical DM2 age.

Insurant inline entity concept on level 

insurant with income < 25000 

An insurant with 

an insurant with 

euro gross income.

Insurant inline entity concept on level 

insurant with income ≥ 25000 

and income ≤ 50000 

An insurant with a medium 

income is an insurant with at 

least 25000 and at most 50000 

euro gross income.

Insurant inline entity concept on level 

insurant with income > 50000 

An insurant with a high income is 

an insurant with more than 

50000 euro gross income.

Insurant insurantWithHighIncome and 

oldInsurant 

The business term 

richAndOldInsurant

insurant who has a high income 

and who is old. 

Doctor inline entity concept on level 

doctor with age ≤ 35 

A young doctor is a doctor with 

an age of at most 35 years.

Doctor inline entity concept on level 

doctor with age > 35 

An experienced doctor is a doctor 

with an age of more than 35 

years. 

Doctor inline entity concept on level 

doctor with age ≥ 60 

An experienced doctor is a doctor 

with an age of at least 60 years.

Doctor GeneralPractioner and 

DoctorInRuralDistrict; restricted 

to level doctor 

A country doctor is a general 

practitioner in a rural district.

Doctor CountryDoctor and 

ExperiencedDoctor 

An experienced country doctor is 

a country doctor a

experienced doctor.
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insurants in urban districts. 

This business term comprises 

insurants in high rural districts. 

This business term comprises 

insurants in high urban districts. 

A young insurant is an insurant 

with an age of at most 30 years. 

is an insurant with an age 

of at most 1 years. 

is an insurant with an age 

more than 1 and at most 25 

 is an insurant with an age 

more than 15 and at most 25 

A middle aged insurant is an 

insurant with an age of more 

and at most 60 years. 

An old insurant is an insurant 

with an age of more than 60 

A very old insurant is an insurant 

with an age of more than 80 

An insurant with typical DM2 age 

insurant with an age of at 

least 50 years. 

insurant who is old and who 

a typical DM2 age. 

An insurant who is not old but 

who has a typical DM2 age. 

An insurant with a low income is 

an insurant with less than 25000 

euro gross income. 

An insurant with a medium 

income is an insurant with at 

least 25000 and at most 50000 

euro gross income. 

An insurant with a high income is 

an insurant with more than 

50000 euro gross income. 

The business term 

richAndOldInsurant identifies an 

insurant who has a high income 

and who is old.  

A young doctor is a doctor with 

an age of at most 35 years. 

An experienced doctor is a doctor 

with an age of more than 35 

An experienced doctor is a doctor 

with an age of at least 60 years. 

A country doctor is a general 

practitioner in a rural district. 

An experienced country doctor is 

a country doctor and an 

experienced doctor. 
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AntiDiabetics Drug

OralAntiDiabetics Drug

Insulin Drug

StarterOralAntiDiabetics Drug

 

Automatically derived subsumptions:

YoungDoctor ExperiencedDoctor OldDoctor

GeneralPractitioner

 

 

Drug inline entity concept defined on 

level atcTherap with atcTherap 

= A10 and hierarchically 

extended to all sub-levels.   

An anti-diabetics

drugs and ATC codes that are 

subsumed by therapeutic ATC 

code A10.

Drug inline entity concept defined on 

level atcPharm with atcPharm = 

A10B and hierarchically 

extended to all sub-levels.   

An oral anti

all drugs and ATC codes that are 

subsumed by pharmacological 

ATC code A10B.

Drug inline entity concept defined on 

level atcPharm with atcPharm = 

A10A and hierarchically 

extended to all sub-levels.   

An oral anti

all drugs and 

subsumed by pharmacological 

ATC code A10A.

Drug inline entity concept defined on 

level atcChemSubGr with 

atcChemSubGr in {A10BA, 

A10BB} and hierarchically 

extended to all sub-levels.   

An oral anti

all drugs and ATC codes that are 

subsumed by chemical sub

with ATC codes A10BA or A10BB.

ubsumptions: 

doctor

district

province

Doctor

DoctorInRuralDistrict

DoctorInHighRuralDistrict

OldDoctor

medSec

CountryDoctor
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diabetics comprises all 

drugs and ATC codes that are 

subsumed by therapeutic ATC 

code A10. 

An oral anti-diabetics comprises 

all drugs and ATC codes that are 

subsumed by pharmacological 

ATC code A10B. 

An oral anti-diabetics comprises 

all drugs and ATC codes that are 

subsumed by pharmacological 

ATC code A10A. 

An oral anti-diabetics comprises 

all drugs and ATC codes that are 

subsumed by chemical sub-group 

with ATC codes A10BA or A10BB. 

DoctorInUrbanDistrict

DoctorInHighRuralDistrict DoctorInHighUrbanDistrict
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YoungInsurant

BabyAsInsurant ChildAsInsurant

YouthAsInsurant

MiddleAgedInsurant

InsurantWithLowIncome

InsurantWithMediumIncome

InsurantWithHighIncome

RichAndOldInsurant

NotOldButTypicalDM

 

drug

atcChemSubGr

atcPharm

atcTherap

Drug

atcAnatom

Multi-Dimensional Concepts 

Concept 

LeadDocInRuralDistrict 

LeadDocInUrbanDistrict 

LeadDocInHighRuralDistrict 

LeadDocInHighUrbanDistrict 

ActDocInRuralDistrict 

 

 

insurant

district

province

Insurant

InsurantInRuralDistrict

InsurantInHighRuralDistrict

MiddleAgedInsurant

OldInsurant

VeryOldInsurant

TypicalDM2AgedInsurant

OldTypicalDM2AgedInsurant

NotOldButTypicalDM2AgedInsurant

OldInsurantInRuralDistrict

Drug

StarterOralAntiDiabetics

OralAntiDiabetics Insulin

AntiDiabetics

 

Definition Business Description

based on dimensional concept 

DoctorInRuralDistrict 

see dimensional concept

DoctorInRuralDistrict

based on dimensional concept 

DoctorInUrbanDistrict 

see dimensional 

DoctorInUrbanDistrict

based on dimensional concept 

DoctorInHighRuralDistrict 

see dimensional concept

DoctorInHighRuralDistrict

based on dimensional concept 

DoctorInHighUrbanDistrict 

see dimensional concept

DoctorInHighUrbanDistrict

based on dimensional concept 

DoctorInRuralDistrict 

see dimensional concept

DoctorInRuralDistrict
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InsurantInUrbanDistrict

InsurantInHighUrbanDistrict

OldInsurantInRuralDistrict

OldInsurantInUrbanDistrict

 

 

Business Description 

see dimensional concept 

DoctorInRuralDistrict 

see dimensional concept 

DoctorInUrbanDistrict 

see dimensional concept 

ighRuralDistrict 

dimensional concept 

ighUrbanDistrict 

see dimensional concept 

DoctorInRuralDistrict 
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ActDocInUrbanDistrict 

ActDocInHighRuralDistrict 

ActDocInHighUrbanDistrict 

GeneralPractitioner 

InsurantInRuralDistrict 

InsurantInUrbanDistrict 

InsurantInHighRuralDistrict 

InsurantInHighUrbanDistrict 

YoungInsurant 

BabyAsInsurant 

ChildAsInsurant 

YouthAsInsurant 

MiddleAgedInsurant 

OldInsurant 

VeryOldInsurant 

TypicalDM2AgedInsurant 

OldTypicalDM2AgedInsurant 

NotOldButTypicalDM2AgedInsurant 

InsurantWithLowIncome 

InsurantWithMediumIncome 

InsurantWithHighIncome 

RichAndOldInsurant 

YoungLeadDoc 

ExperiencedLeadDoc 

OldLeadDoc 

CountryLeadDoc 

ExperiencedCountryLeadDoc 

YoungLeadDoc 

ExperiencedLeadDoc 

OldActDoc 

CountryActDoc 

 

 

based on dimensional concept 

DoctorInUrbanDistrict 

see dimensional 

DoctorInUrbanDistrict

based on dimensional concept 

DoctorInHighRuralDistrict 

see dimensional concept

DoctorInHighRuralDistrict

based on dimensional concept 

DoctorInHighUrbanDistrict 

see dimensional concept

DoctorInHighUrbanDistrict

based on dimensional concept 

GeneralPractitioner 

see dimensional concept

GeneralPractitioner

based on dimensional concept 

InsurantInRuralDistrict 

see dimensional 

InsurantInRuralDistrict

based on dimensional concept 

InsurantInUrbanDistrict 

see dimensional concept

InsurantInUrbanDistrict

based on dimensional concept 

InsurantInHighRuralDistrict 

see dimensional concept

InsurantInH

based on dimensional concept 

InsurantInHighUrbanDistrict 

see dimensional concept

InsurantInH

based on dimensional concept 

YoungInsurant 

see dimensio

YoungInsurant

based on dimensional concept 

BabyAsInsurant 

see dimensional concept

BabyAsInsurant

based on dimensional concept 

ChildAsInsurant 

see dimensional concept

ChildAsInsurant

based on dimensional concept 

YouthAsInsurant 

see dimensional concept

YouthAsInsurant

based on dimensional concept 

MiddleAgedInsurant 

see dimensional concept

MiddleAgedInsurant

based on dimensional concept 

OldInsurant 

see dimensional concept

OldInsurant

based on dimensional concept 

VeryOldInsurant 

see dimensional concept

VeryOldInsurant

based on dimensional concept 

TypicalDM2AgedInsurant 

see dimensional concept

TypicalDM2AgedInsurant

based on dimensional concept 

OldTypicalDM2AgedInsurant 

see dimensional concept

OldTypicalDM2AgedInsurant

based on dimensional concept 

NotOldButTypicalDM2AgedInsurant 

see dimensional concept

NotOldButTypicalDM2AgedInsurant

based on dimensional concept 

InsurantWithLowIncome 

see dimensional concept

InsurantWithLowIncome

based on dimensional concept 

InsurantWithMediumIncome 

see dimensional concept

InsurantWithMediumIncome

based on dimensional concept 

InsurantWithHighIncome 

see dimensional concept

InsurantWithHighIncome

based on dimensional concept 

RichAndOldInsurant 

see dimensional concept

RichAndOldInsurant

based on dimensional concept 

YoungDoctor 

see dimensional concept

YoungDoctor

based on dimensional concept 

ExperiencedDoctor 

see dimensional concept

ExperiencedDoctor

based on dimensional concept 

OldDoctor 

see dimensional concept

based on dimensional concept 

CountryDoctor 

see dimensional concept

CountryDoctor

based on dimensional concept 

ExperiencedCountryDoctor 

see dimensional concept

ExperiencedCountryDoctor

based on dimensional concept 

YoungDoctor 

see dimensional concept

YoungDoctor

based on dimensional concept 

ExperiencedDoctor 

see dimensional concept

ExperiencedDoctor

based on dimensional concept 

OldDoctor 

see dimensional concept

based on dimensional concept 

CountryDoctor 

see dimensional concept

CountryDoctor
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see dimensional concept 

DoctorInUrbanDistrict 

see dimensional concept 

ighRuralDistrict 

dimensional concept 

ighUrbanDistrict 

see dimensional concept 

GeneralPractitioner 

see dimensional concept 

InsurantInRuralDistrict 

see dimensional concept 

InsurantInUrbanDistrict 

dimensional concept 

InsurantInHighRuralDistrict 

see dimensional concept 

HighUrbanDistrict 

see dimensional concept 

oungInsurant 

see dimensional concept 

AsInsurant 

see dimensional concept 

AsInsurant 

see dimensional concept 

AsInsurant 

see dimensional concept 

iddleAgedInsurant 

dimensional concept 

ldInsurant 

see dimensional concept 

VeryOldInsurant 

see dimensional concept 

ypicalDM2AgedInsurant 

see dimensional concept 

OldTypicalDM2AgedInsurant 

see dimensional concept 

dButTypicalDM2AgedInsurant 

see dimensional concept 

InsurantWithLowIncome 

see dimensional concept 

InsurantWithMediumIncome 

see dimensional concept 

InsurantWithHighIncome 

see dimensional concept 

RichAndOldInsurant 

see dimensional concept 

YoungDoctor 

see dimensional concept 

ExperiencedDoctor 

see dimensional concept OldDoctor 

see dimensional concept 

CountryDoctor 

see dimensional concept 

ExperiencedCountryDoctor 

see dimensional concept 

YoungDoctor 

see dimensional concept 

ExperiencedDoctor 

see dimensional concept OldDoctor 

see dimensional concept 

CountryDoctor 
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ExperiencedCountryActDoc 

AntiDiabetics 

OralAntiDiabetics 

Insulin 

StarterOralAntiDiabetics 

InsInRuralDistrAndLeadDocInRuralDistr 

InsInUrbanDistrAndLeadDocInUrbanDistr

InsInRuralDistrAndLeadDocInUrbanDistr

InsInUrbanDistrAndLeadDocInRuralDistr

DM2AgedInsurantAndLeadDocInRuralDistr

DM2AgedInsurantAndLeadDocInUrbanDistr

ExperiencedLeadDocAndStarterOAD 

 

  

 

 

based on dimensional concept 

ExperiencedCountryDoctor 

see dimensional concept

ExperiencedCountryDoctor

based on dimensional concept 

AntiDiabetics 

see dimensional concept

AntiDiabetics

based on dimensional concept 

OralAntiDiabetics 

see dimensional concept

OralAntiDiabetics

based on dimensional concept 

Insulin 

see dimensional concept

based on dimensional concept 

StarterOralAntiDiabetics 

see dimensional concept

StarterOralAntiDiabetics

 InsurantInRuralDistrict and 

LeadDocInRuralDistrict, restricted 

to levels insurant and doctor 

An insurant in rural district who is a 

patient of a lead doctor in 

district. 

rbanDistr InsurantInUrbanDistrict and 

LeadDocInUrbanDistrict, restricted 

to levels insurant and doctor 

An insurant in urban district who is 

a patient of a lead doctor in urban 

district. 

rbanDistr InsurantInRuralDistrict and 

LeadDocInUrbanDistrict, restricted 

to levels insurant and doctor 

An insurant in rural district who is a 

patient of a lead doctor in urban 

district. 

Distr InsurantInUrbanDistrict and 

LeadDocInRuralDistrict, restricted 

to levels insurant and doctor 

An insurant in urban district 

a patient of a lead doctor in rural 

district. 

Distr TypicalDM2AgedInsurant and 

LeadDocInRuralDistrict, restricted 

to levels insurant and doctor 

An insurant who belongs to a 

typical DM2 age group and is a 

patient of a

district. 

Distr TypicalDM2AgedInsurant and 

LeadDocInUrbanDistrict, restricted 

to levels insurant and doctor 

An insurant who

typical DM2 age group and is a 

patient of a lead doctor in an urban 

district. 

ExperiencedLeadDoc and 

StarterOralAntiDiabetics 

Starter oral anti

by experienced lead doctors.
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dimensional concept 

ExperiencedCountryDoctor 

see dimensional concept 

AntiDiabetics 

see dimensional concept 

OralAntiDiabetics 

see dimensional concept Insulin 

see dimensional concept 

StarterOralAntiDiabetics 

An insurant in rural district who is a 

patient of a lead doctor in rural 

An insurant in urban district who is 

a patient of a lead doctor in urban 

An insurant in rural district who is a 

patient of a lead doctor in urban 

An insurant in urban district who is 

a patient of a lead doctor in rural 

An insurant who belongs to a 

typical DM2 age group and is a 

patient of a lead doctor in a rural 

An insurant who belongs to a 

typical DM2 age group and is a 

patient of a lead doctor in an urban 

Starter oral anti-diabetics described 

by experienced lead doctors. 
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Automatically derived subsumptions:

 

Insurant

insurant

Doctor

leadDoc actDoc

TypicalDM2AgedInsurant

InsurantInUrbanDistrict

InsurantInRuralDistrict

 

 

Comparative Concepts 

Comparative Concepts are used as join conditions in comparative analysis situations

Concept 

SameLeadDoc Defined on (goi.leadDoc:doctor, 

of comparison space 

goi.leadDoc:doctor = goc.leadDoc:doctor

PreviousYear Defined on (goi.time:year, goc.time:year) of 

comparison space MedcareSpace x MedcareSpace: 

goi.time:ye

SameMonthName Defined on (goi.time:month, goc.time:month) of 

comparison space MedcareSpace x MedcareSpace: 

goiMonthName = gocMonthName, where 

goiMonthName = month name of goi.time:month, 

gocMonthName = month name of goc.time:month

 

 

ubsumptions: 

Doctor Time Drug MedServItem

actDoc time drug
medSer
vItem

InsInRuralDistrAndLeadDocInRuralDistr

InsInUrbanDistrAndLeadDocInUrbanDistr

InsInRuralDistrAndLeadDocInUrbanDistr

InsInUrbanDistrAndLeadDocInRuralDistr

DM2AgedInsurantAndLeadDocInRuralDistr

DM2AgedInsurantAndLeadDocInUrbanDistr

ExperiencedLeadDocAndStarterOAD

ExperiencedLeadDoc

StarterOralAntiDiabetics

LeadDocInUrbanDistrict

LeadDocInRuralDistrict

Comparative Concepts are used as join conditions in comparative analysis situations

Definition Business Description

Defined on (goi.leadDoc:doctor, goc.leadDoc:doctor) 

of comparison space MedcareSpace x MedcareSpace: 

goi.leadDoc:doctor = goc.leadDoc:doctor 

Combines the same lead doctor

Defined on (goi.time:year, goc.time:year) of 

comparison space MedcareSpace x MedcareSpace: 

goi.time:year = goc.time:year + 1 

Combines a year with its previous 

year 

Defined on (goi.time:month, goc.time:month) of 

comparison space MedcareSpace x MedcareSpace: 

goiMonthName = gocMonthName, where 

goiMonthName = month name of goi.time:month, 

thName = month name of goc.time:month 

Combines same month names
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ExperiencedLeadDocAndStarterOAD

StarterOralAntiDiabetics

 

Comparative Concepts are used as join conditions in comparative analysis situations 

Business Description 

Combines the same lead doctors 

Combines a year with its previous 

Combines same month names 
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Measures 
(Generic) Measure 

DrugCosts SUM(

OADCosts DrugCosts restricted to 

OralAntiDiabetics

DrugCosts(q) DrugCosts restricted to concept q;

Remark: OADCosts = 

DrugCosts(OralAntiDiabetics)

AvgDrugCostsPerIns(q) AVG(

AmbTreatmentCosts(q) SUM( ambTreatment.costs )

to concept q

AvgAmbTreatmentCostsPerIns(q) AVG( AmbTreatmentCosts

insurant )

MedcareCosts(q) DrugCosts

AvgMedcareCostsPerIns(q) AVG( 

 

Scores 
(Generic) Score 

RatioOADToDrugCosts 

RatioDrugCosts(qi, qc) 

RatioAvgDrugCostsPerIns(qi, qc) 

RatioAmbTreatmentCosts(qi, qc) 

RatioAvgAmbTreatmentCostsPerIns(qi, 

qc) 

RatioMedcareCosts(qi, qc) 

RatioAvgMedcareCostsPerIns(qi, qc) 

 

  

 

 

Definition Business Description

SUM( drugPrescription.costs ) costs of drug prescriptions

DrugCosts restricted to 

OralAntiDiabetics 

costs of oral anti diabetics

DrugCosts restricted to concept q; 

Remark: OADCosts = 

DrugCosts(OralAntiDiabetics) 

drug costs restricted to concept q

AVG( DrugCosts(q) grouped by insurant ) average drug costs per insurant

to concept q 

SUM( ambTreatment.costs ) restricted 

to concept q 

costs of ambulant treatments

concept q 

AVG( AmbTreatmentCosts(q) per 

insurant ) 

average ambulant treatment costs per 

insurant restricted to concept q

DrugCosts(q) + AmbTreatmentCosts(q) costs of medical care

ambulant treatments

q 

AVG( MedcareCosts(q) per insurant ) average ambulant trea

insurant restricted to concept q

Definition Business Description

OADCosts / DrugCosts ratio oral anti diabetics costs to costs of 

all drugs 

DrugCosts(qi) / DrugCosts(qc); 

Remark: RatioOADToDrugCosts = 

RatioDrugCosts(OralAntiDiabetics, 

all), where all means no restriction 

ratio of drug costs restricted to concept 

qi to drug costs restricted to concept qc

AvgDrugCostsPerIns(qi) / 

AvgDrugCostsPerIns(qc) 

ratio of average drug costs per insurant 

restricted to concept qi to average drug 

costs per insurant restricted to concept 

qc 

AmbTreatmentCosts(qi) / 

AmbTreatmentCosts(qc) 

ratio of ambulant treatment 

restricted to concept qi to ambulant 

treatment costs restricted to concept qc

RatioAvgAmbTreatmentCostsPerIns(qi, AvgAmbTreatmentCostsPerIns(qi) / 

AvgAmbTreatmentCostsPerIns(qc) 

ratio of average ambulant treatment 

costs per insurant restricted t

qi to average ambulant treatment costs 

per insurant restricted to concept qc

MedcareCosts(qi) / MedcareCosts(qc) ratio of medical care costs restricted to 

concept qi to medical care costs 

restricted to concept qc

AvgMedcareCostsPerIns(qi) / 

AvgMedcareCostsPerIns(qc) 

ratio of average medical care costs per 

insurant restricted to concept qi to 

average medical care costs per insurant 

restricted to concept qc
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Business Description 

costs of drug prescriptions 

of oral anti diabetics 

drug costs restricted to concept q 

drug costs per insurant restricted 

costs of ambulant treatments restricted to 

average ambulant treatment costs per 

restricted to concept q 

costs of medical care comprising drugs and 

ambulant treatments restricted to concept 

average ambulant treatment costs per 

restricted to concept q 

Business Description 

ratio oral anti diabetics costs to costs of 

ratio of drug costs restricted to concept 

qi to drug costs restricted to concept qc 

ratio of average drug costs per insurant 

restricted to concept qi to average drug 

costs per insurant restricted to concept 

ratio of ambulant treatment costs 

restricted to concept qi to ambulant 

treatment costs restricted to concept qc 

ratio of average ambulant treatment 

costs per insurant restricted to concept 

qi to average ambulant treatment costs 

per insurant restricted to concept qc 

ratio of medical care costs restricted to 

concept qi to medical care costs 

restricted to concept qc 

ratio of average medical care costs per 

insurant restricted to concept qi to 

average medical care costs per insurant 

restricted to concept qc 
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Examples of Analysis Situations

 

Simple Analysis Situations 

 

Drug costs of Upper Austrian insurants

Point selection 

Measure application 

 

Drug costs of Upper Austrian 

Point selection 

Measure application with restriction

 

Drug costs of Upper Austrian 

Point selection 

Granularity 

Measure application 

 

Drug costs of Upper Austrian insurants

Point selection 

Granularity 

External slice condition 

Measure application 

 

 

 

Comparative Analysis Situations

 

Ratio of average drug costs per insurant 

per insurants

Group of Interest 

Point  

selection 

<insurant:UpperAustria, time:2012>

 

 

 

 

 

Situations 

Drug costs of Upper Austrian insurants in 2012 

<insurant:UpperAustria, time:2012

DrugCosts(all) 

Drug costs of Upper Austrian insurants in rural districts in 2012

<insurant:UpperAustria, time:2012

with restriction DrugCosts(InsurantInRuralDistrict)

Drug costs of Upper Austrian insurants in rural districts in 2012 grouped by acting doctors

<insurant:UpperAustria, time:2012>

actDoc:doctor 

DrugCosts(InsurantInRuralDistrict)

insurants in rural districts in 2012 grouped by acting doctors of urban 

districts 

<insurant:UpperAustria, time:2012>

actDoc:doctor 

ActDocInUrbanDistrict 

DrugCosts(InsurantInRuralDistrict)

Comparative Analysis Situations 

per insurant of Upper Austrian insurants in 2012 to 

per insurants of Lower Austrian insurants in 2012 

 Group of Comparison

<insurant:UpperAustria, time:2012> Point  

selection 

<insurant:LowerAustria, time:2012>

Score 
RatioAvgDrugCostsPerIns 
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, time:2012> 

in 2012 

, time:2012> 

DrugCosts(InsurantInRuralDistrict) 

in rural districts in 2012 grouped by acting doctors 

e:2012> 

DrugCosts(InsurantInRuralDistrict) 

in rural districts in 2012 grouped by acting doctors of urban 

<insurant:UpperAustria, time:2012> 

DrugCosts(InsurantInRuralDistrict) 

in 2012 to average drug costs 

Group of Comparison 

Austria, time:2012> 
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Ratio of average oral anti-diabetics c

average oral anti-diabetics costs 

Group of Interest 

Point  

selection 

<insurant:UpperAustria, 

RatioAvgDrugCosts

 

Ratio of average drug costs per insurant 

average drug costs per insurant 

Group of Interest 

Point  

selection 

<insurant:UpperAustria, time:2012>

RatioAvgDrugCostsPerIns

 

Ratio of average drug costs per insurant 

lead doctors in urban districts in 2012 to average drug costs per insurant of Upper Austrian 

insurants in urban districts treated by lead doctors in urban districts in 2012

Group of Interest 

Point  

selection 

<insurant:UpperAustria, time:2012>

RatioAvgDrugCostsPerIns( InsInRuralDistrAndLeadDocInU

 

Ratio of average drug costs per insurant 

average drug costs per insurant of Upper Austrian insurants in urban district

Group of Interest 

Point  

selection 

<insurant:UpperAustria, time:2012>

Granularity leadDoc:doctor 

External 

slice 

condition 

LeadDocInUrbanDistrict

RatioAvgDrugCostsPerIns

 

  

 

 

diabetics costs per insurant of Upper Austrian insurants

diabetics costs per insurant of Lower Austrian insurants in 2012

 Group of Comparison

<insurant:UpperAustria, time:2012> Point  

selection 

<insurant:LowerAustria, time:2012>

Score 
DrugCostsPerIns( OralAntiDiabetics, OralAntiDiabetics ) 

per insurant of Upper Austrian insurants in rural districts in 2012 to 

per insurant of Upper Austrian insurants in urban districts in 2012

 Group of Comparison

<insurant:UpperAustria, time:2012> Point  

selection 

<insurant:UpperAustria

Score 
RatioAvgDrugCostsPerIns( InsurantInRuralDistrict, InsurantInUrbanDistrict

per insurant of Upper Austrian insurants in rural districts treated by 

lead doctors in urban districts in 2012 to average drug costs per insurant of Upper Austrian 

urban districts treated by lead doctors in urban districts in 2012

 Group of Comparison

<insurant:UpperAustria, time:2012> Point  

selection 

<insurant:UpperAustria

Score 
InsInRuralDistrAndLeadDocInUrbanDistr, InsInUrbanDistrAndLeadDocInU

per insurant of Upper Austrian insurants in rural districts in 2012 to 

average drug costs per insurant of Upper Austrian insurants in urban districts in 2012

lead doctors in urban districts 

 Group of Comparison

<insurant:UpperAustria, time:2012> Point  

selection 

<insurant:UpperAustria

Granularity leadDoc:doctor 

LeadDocInUrbanDistrict External 

slice 

condition 

LeadDocInUrbanDistrict

Join Condition 
SameLeadDoc 

Score 
RatioAvgDrugCostsPerIns( InsInRuralDistrict, InsInUrbanDistrict) 
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of Upper Austrian insurants in 2012 to 

of Lower Austrian insurants in 2012 

Group of Comparison 

Austria, time:2012> 

in rural districts in 2012 to 

of Upper Austrian insurants in urban districts in 2012 

Group of Comparison 

UpperAustria, time:2012> 

InsurantInUrbanDistrict) 

in rural districts treated by 

lead doctors in urban districts in 2012 to average drug costs per insurant of Upper Austrian 

urban districts treated by lead doctors in urban districts in 2012 

Group of Comparison 

UpperAustria, time:2012> 

, InsInUrbanDistrAndLeadDocInUrbanDistr) 

in rural districts in 2012 to 

s in 2012 grouped by 

Group of Comparison 

UpperAustria, time:2012> 

LeadDocInUrbanDistrict 
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Ratio of average anti-diabetics

average anti-diabetics costs per insurant of Upper Austrian insurants in 

Group of Interest 

Point  

selection 

<insurant:UpperAustria>

Granularity time:year 

RatioAvgDrugCostsPerIns(OralAntiDiabetics 

 

 

Example of a judgment rule: 

Group of Interest 

Point  

selection 

<time:2012> 

RatioAvgDrugCostsPerIns(OralAntiDiabetics, OralAntiDiabetics)

In year 2012 a new type of more effective anti

 

Example of an application of the previous judgment rule:

Ratio of average anti-diabetics c

2012 to average anti-diabetics costs per insurant of Upper Austrian insurants in rural districts in 

2011 joined and grouped 

Group of Interest 

Point  

selection 

<insurant:UpperAustria

Granularity time:monthName 

RatioAvgDrugCostsPerIns(OralAntiDiabetics 

 

Remark: For months with score result higher than 1.1 you get the judgment “In year 2012 a new type 

of more effective anti-diabetics but with higher price came to market.” automatically.

  

 

 

diabetics costs per insurant of Upper Austrian insurants

costs per insurant of Upper Austrian insurants in rural 

previous year grouped by year 

 Group of Comparison

<insurant:UpperAustria> Point  

selection 

<insurant:UpperAustria

Granularity time:year 

Join Condition 
PreviousYear 

Score 
OralAntiDiabetics AND InsurantInRuralDistrict, OralAntiDiabetics AND 

Judgement Rule 

Defined on 

 Group of Comparison

Point  

selection 

<time:2011> 

Score 
RatioAvgDrugCostsPerIns(OralAntiDiabetics, OralAntiDiabetics) 

Condition 

> 1.1 

Judgment 

type of more effective anti-diabetics but with higher price came to market.

 

Example of an application of the previous judgment rule: 

diabetics costs per insurant of Upper Austrian insurants

diabetics costs per insurant of Upper Austrian insurants in rural districts in 

2011 joined and grouped by month names 

 Group of Comparison

<insurant:UpperAustria, time:2012> Point  

selection 

<insurant:UpperAustria

Granularity time:monthName 

Join Condition 
SameMonthName 

Score 
RatioAvgDrugCostsPerIns(OralAntiDiabetics AND InsurantInRuralDistrict, OralAntiDiabetics AND 

result higher than 1.1 you get the judgment “In year 2012 a new type 

diabetics but with higher price came to market.” automatically.
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Upper Austrian insurants in rural districts to 

rural districts in the 

Group of Comparison 

UpperAustria> 

 InsurantInRuralDistrict) 

Group of Comparison 

diabetics but with higher price came to market. 

of Upper Austrian insurants in rural districts in 

diabetics costs per insurant of Upper Austrian insurants in rural districts in 

Group of Comparison 

<insurant:UpperAustria, time:2011> 

 InsurantInRuralDistrict) 

result higher than 1.1 you get the judgment “In year 2012 a new type 

diabetics but with higher price came to market.” automatically. 
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A Brief Frontend Description
 

Main Page 

The SemCockpit-Frontend is a web interface that shows t

This is a proof-of-concept prototype and can only be used by one user at time.  The user can create 

concepts (“Manage your concepts”) or define and apply measures and scores (“Build and Execute 

Measures and Scores”). 

Concept View 

On this page users are able to create and execute

concepts. It is not possible to edit or delete concepts (

lead to inconsistency).  All existing nam

page (shows dimensions, levels and concepts of a dimension

the desired dimension space (the tree refreshes every time a different dim

selected). 

 

 

Frontend Description 

a web interface that shows the basic ideas of the semCockpit approach. 

concept prototype and can only be used by one user at time.  The user can create 

concepts (“Manage your concepts”) or define and apply measures and scores (“Build and Execute 

On this page users are able to create and execute entity, dimensional, and  multi

concepts. It is not possible to edit or delete concepts (in the proof-of-concept prototype 

lead to inconsistency).  All existing named concepts can be viewed in a tree on the left side of this 

page (shows dimensions, levels and concepts of a dimension space). There is also a list

space (the tree refreshes every time a different dimension space gets 
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he basic ideas of the semCockpit approach. 

concept prototype and can only be used by one user at time.  The user can create 

concepts (“Manage your concepts”) or define and apply measures and scores (“Build and Execute 

 

and  multi-dimensional 

concept prototype this would 

tree on the left side of this 

space). There is also a list box to select 

ension space gets 
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Create concepts 

Most of the semCockpit concepts can be created in the concept

indirectly while executing measures and scores). To create a concept one of the “New [

type]” buttons has to be clicked, which w

users click one of the 3 Buttons, they have to be sure, that the correct dimension and level is selected 

in the tree. Entity concepts refer to the selected level

selected dimension (selection is not necessary for multi

Attribute Restriction 

This concept type is only available on entity level. Most of the other concepts build up on attribute 

restriction concepts. To create attribute restrictions users have to select an attribute and a 

comparison operator (changes corresponding to the data

the comparison value has to be entered in the text

database after the user clicks “Save concept”.

Conjunctive and Disjunctive C

Users have to select at least two different concepts. Other concepts can be added by clicking the plus 

button and removed by the minus button.

Nominal Concepts 

Defining nominal concepts works very similar to conjunctive concepts. The only difference is that 

concrete values from the underlying DWH are selected to specify the concept. A click on the marked 

(red) element opens a list with all possible values that can be sel

 

 

oncepts can be created in the concept manager (some others are created 

while executing measures and scores). To create a concept one of the “New [

uttons has to be clicked, which will open up a new panel on the right side of the page. Before 

users click one of the 3 Buttons, they have to be sure, that the correct dimension and level is selected 

in the tree. Entity concepts refer to the selected level (entity) and dimensional concepts to the 

selected dimension (selection is not necessary for multi-dimensional concepts). 

type is only available on entity level. Most of the other concepts build up on attribute 

attribute restrictions users have to select an attribute and a 

operator (changes corresponding to the data type of the selected attribute). Additionally 

value has to be entered in the text field. Every concept gets saved in the 

er the user clicks “Save concept”. 

Concepts 

Users have to select at least two different concepts. Other concepts can be added by clicking the plus 

button and removed by the minus button. 

nominal concepts works very similar to conjunctive concepts. The only difference is that 

concrete values from the underlying DWH are selected to specify the concept. A click on the marked 

(red) element opens a list with all possible values that can be selected. 
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manager (some others are created 

while executing measures and scores). To create a concept one of the “New [concept 

ill open up a new panel on the right side of the page. Before 

users click one of the 3 Buttons, they have to be sure, that the correct dimension and level is selected 

concepts to the 

 

type is only available on entity level. Most of the other concepts build up on attribute 

attribute restrictions users have to select an attribute and a 

type of the selected attribute). Additionally 

field. Every concept gets saved in the MDO 

Users have to select at least two different concepts. Other concepts can be added by clicking the plus 

 

nominal concepts works very similar to conjunctive concepts. The only difference is that 

concrete values from the underlying DWH are selected to specify the concept. A click on the marked 
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ByEntity Concepts, ByDimensional 

These concept types build up on exactly one other concept. Subse

similar. The only action that is needed from the user is to select the underlying concept. 

 

Hierarchy Expansion (and Restriction)

Concepts can be expanded along a dimension hierarchy or restricted to a specific level or l

This is allowed for both dimensional

 

SQL Defined Concepts 

It is possible to define concepts by 

data warehouse structure. 

 

Unnamed Concepts 

Named concepts can be re-used in every other

can be only used in exactly one concept 

define an unnamed entity concept and use it 

Most of the unnamed concepts are created automatically 

executing measures.  

 

 

ByDimensional Concepts, and Complement Concept 

on exactly one other concept. Subsequently also their definition

. The only action that is needed from the user is to select the underlying concept. 

Restriction) 

Concepts can be expanded along a dimension hierarchy or restricted to a specific level or l

nsional and multi-dimensional concepts: 

It is possible to define concepts by an SQL query. In this case it is required to know the underlying 

used in every other concept definition. In contrast, unnamed concepts 

used in exactly one concept definition. E.g., to define a dimensional concept you can 

define an unnamed entity concept and use it immediately in the definition of the dimensional one. 

Most of the unnamed concepts are created automatically (not visible for the user
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quently also their definitions are 

. The only action that is needed from the user is to select the underlying concept.  

Concepts can be expanded along a dimension hierarchy or restricted to a specific level or level range. 

 

 

red to know the underlying 

unnamed concepts 

E.g., to define a dimensional concept you can 

in the definition of the dimensional one. 

(not visible for the user) while creating and 
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Reasoning 

semCockpit has an integrated reasoning mechanism

can be started by clicking the “Start Reasoner” b

inserted concepts, this procedure 

concepts hierarchy is visible. 

Execute DWH-Mapper 

The defined concepts can be executed 

the “Execute DWH-Mapper” button. The result 

 

 

Measures and Scores 

Users can switch between measure and score view by selecting either “Execute Measure” or 

“Execute Score” on top of the page.

The basic steps for creating and executing measures and scores are

1. select dimension space 

2. select measure or mcore, respectively

3. select context  

4. select granularity 

5. select join condition (only for scores)

6. execute 

The user is supported by a simplified wizard (“Next” button).

 

 

reasoning mechanism that derives the concept hierarchy

ng the “Start Reasoner” button below the concept tree. Depending on the 

inserted concepts, this procedure can take more or less seconds. After successful reasoning 

The defined concepts can be executed immediately by selecting the concept of interest and cli

utton. The result is listed in a table.  

Users can switch between measure and score view by selecting either “Execute Measure” or 

on top of the page. 

The basic steps for creating and executing measures and scores are 

 

select measure or mcore, respectively 

select join condition (only for scores) 

a simplified wizard (“Next” button). 
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that derives the concept hierarchy. The reasoner 

. Depending on the 

successful reasoning the 

immediately by selecting the concept of interest and clicking 

Users can switch between measure and score view by selecting either “Execute Measure” or 
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Select Dimension Space (Comparison

All measures and scores are linked to dimension or comparison spaces. Thus this is the first step.

Select Measure (Score) 

This section is used for creating new measures (sco

measures can be defined but only the selected one is used 

Select Context 

Here you can apply concepts that will restrict the dataset for your measures. For every generic and 

non-generic measure you can select an “External Slice

concrete values for qualifiers (generic

 

 

pace (Comparison Space) 

All measures and scores are linked to dimension or comparison spaces. Thus this is the first step.

This section is used for creating new measures (scores) as well as for selecting them. Arbitrary 

measures can be defined but only the selected one is used in the next steps. 

you can apply concepts that will restrict the dataset for your measures. For every generic and 

ure you can select an “External Slice-Condition” ((1)any concept). Additionally

concrete values for qualifiers (generics) can be specified here ((2) + (3)).  
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All measures and scores are linked to dimension or comparison spaces. Thus this is the first step. 

 

res) as well as for selecting them. Arbitrary 

 

you can apply concepts that will restrict the dataset for your measures. For every generic and 

Condition” ((1)any concept). Additionally, 
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Select Granularity 

For every execution of a measure (score) 

calculated exactly for that granularity. To reach an acceptable execution time a high and mono

granular granularity should be selected (e.g., 

“Adopt” button (only for scores): 

right (second measure). 

Select Join Condition (only for scores)

The join condition is comparable with the join 

individuals of the group of interest and th

goc.year (same year). If you do not

cartesian product. 

You can specify as many join condit

on the right. Now you can select the dimension 

comparison. After selecting these dimension 

these specific dimension roles. The fo

the dimension role time. 

 

Execute Query (Execute DWH Mapper)

The DWH-Mapper is an important component

for correct mapping of concepts, measu

clicks on button “Execute DWH-Mapper” the procedures that calculate the result run in background. 

This is the most time-consuming part. The execution of very complex measures can take up to 

several minutes. Subsequently use

 

 

 

execution of a measure (score) it is necessary to specify a granularity. Values will be 

calculated exactly for that granularity. To reach an acceptable execution time a high and mono

arity should be selected (e.g., all – province – all – all – year). 

(only for scores): transfers the granularities selected on the left (first measure) to the 

Select Join Condition (only for scores) 

ion is comparable with the join condition in SQL. It defines how the selected 

group of interest and the group of comparison must be linked, e.g., goi.year = 

If you do not specify a join-condition the query execution will build 

conditions as you like. To add a join condition click on the 

ow you can select the dimension roles of the group of interest and the group of 

lecting these dimension roles you can select pre-defined join 

roles. The following screenshot shows the pre-defined jo

Execute Query (Execute DWH Mapper) 

important component of semCockpit. It is based on PL/SQL and responsible 

concepts, measures and scores to concrete DWH queries 

Mapper” the procedures that calculate the result run in background. 

consuming part. The execution of very complex measures can take up to 

minutes. Subsequently users should try to restrict queries to get small result sets
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granularity. Values will be 

calculated exactly for that granularity. To reach an acceptable execution time a high and mono-

es selected on the left (first measure) to the 

It defines how the selected 

must be linked, e.g., goi.year = 

will build the 

click on the plus button 

roles of the group of interest and the group of 

defined join conditions for 

defined join conditions for 

 

SQL and responsible 

 (in SQL). If a user 

Mapper” the procedures that calculate the result run in background. 

consuming part. The execution of very complex measures can take up to 

to get small result sets.  


